Choose your optimum
video streaming solution
We’ve partnered with
leading brands to give you
the easiest way to record,
live stream, manage and
share your video content
across your organisation.
Roland, Matrox, Edis, PTZOptics, and Ensemble products combine into our suggested
solutions for both commercial and education markets, providing multi-channel HD video,
audio and presentation capture for live streaming or playback of pre-recorded meetings
or lectures.
Edis and PTZOptics cameras deliver picture perfect video as they track the presenter
around the room.
Roland and Matrox provide the switching hardware, capturing multiple inputs that can
be accessed in real time or on demand.
As for software, Ensemble provide a turnkey video platform with cloud based hosting that
streamlines video capture, management and publishing through the platform of your
choice.

• Screen capture
• Lecture capture
• Video management

• Accessibility
• Video delivery
• and more

Audio in
Live video

On-demand
video

HDMI
PTZ camera(s)
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Good, Better, Best...
GOOD
Roland UVC-01 USB video capture

Edis V60CL camera

Plug and play for flawless recordings and live streams

A 20x zoom camera ideal for distances of up to 20 to 25m

 LEARN MORE

 LEARN MORE

BETTER
Matrox Monarch HD H.264 encoder

Edis V60CL camera

Professional streaming and recording made easy

A 20x zoom camera ideal for distances of up to 20 to 25m

 LEARN MORE

 LEARN MORE

BEST
Roland VR-50HD MkII switcher

PTZOptics 30x SDI camera

All-in-one AV switcher with USB 3.0 streaming

The industry’s most advanced live streaming pan, tilt, and
zoom network connected camera

 LEARN MORE

 LEARN MORE
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Our camera partners

Edis provides a complete range of pan/tilt/zoom, auto-tracking,
auto-framing conference cameras, that are ideal for small huddle
rooms or full conference meetings with 14 or more attendees or in
schools, lecture theatres and places of worship.

PTZOptics SDI camera models are some of the most popular
PTZ cameras ever made. With game changing optics and
high-quality video outputs, video professionals are able to create
PTZ camera systems that innovate on multiple levels. They are
designed to deliver multiple video outputs and control methods
to accommodate growing video production requirements in the
modern age.

JVC’s pan/tilt/zoom cameras are perfectly suited for a range of
applications, including education, corporate and live event use.
With live streaming built in and the ability to fully remote
control the cameras over an IP network, the range offers a
cost-effective, efficient way to produce and distribute high quality
video content. Their latest series of PTZ cameras can stream
directly to Facebook, YouTube, Twitch and other CDNs.
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Our streaming partners

Roland Professional A/V provides commercial and performance
audio/video products specialising in applications for live mixing,
broadcast, live streaming and switching.
Their extensive range of audiovisual switchers are ideal for most
applications. Everywhere from the boardroom to the stadium, the
single operator to the full production team, their AV switchers
are known for their reliability, versatility and intuitive design.

Matrox offers a complete range of multi-channel 4K and HD
encoders and decoders designed for a variety of live streaming,
recording, over the top (OTT), and on-demand applications.
Built on open standards such as H.264 and SMPTE ST 2110, the
highly-optimized encoders are used by corporations, broadcasters,
government, military and educational institutions worldwide to
meet today’s most advanced real-time encoding, streaming,
recording, and decoding requirements.
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Ensemble
The Ensemble Video Platform works in conjunction with users
and systems across your organisation to enable video sharing
and video content management of an ever-increasing flow
of video content.
Hundreds of organisations across education, enterprise,
healthcare and government use Ensemble Video every day to
capture, manage, and play their video content.
KEY FEATURES







Lecture Capture

Desktop Capture

Chrome Recorder Extension

Ensemble Studio, our lecture
capture system, provides
automated lecture recording.

Create screen, webcam and
audio recordings wherever and
whenever you want.

Create screen and webcam
recordings on Chromebooks and
PCs with the Chrome Browser!







Video to Many Devices

LMS & CMS

Mobile Apps

Publish your media to many
devices, across many networks
and publishing platforms.

Seamlessly upload media or insert
videos and video playlists into
your LMS or CMS.

Use our mobile apps to record,
live stream, manage and share
content from your device.





Video Dropbox

Accessibility

Easily harvest video and audio
content from users without an
Ensemble Video account.

Ensemble Video enables you to
make video accessible to all your
viewers.


Video Quizzes
Educators and trainers use
our video quiz tool for testing
comprehension and reinforcing
key concepts.


YouTube™ Integration
Ensemble users can import
videos from YouTube™ and
publish videos to YouTube™.
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Reporting
Viewer reports provide the
information you need to
successfully manage your
content.


Security
Restrict access to content by
users or groups using our diverse
secure publishing options.
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